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Psychology and Sociology

2005. M.S. Beachler, Brigid K.  
*Mind the gap: economic & social polarization & the prospects for labor revitalization in London.*  
Advisor: L. Turner.  
Industrial relations--Social aspects--England--London.

*The influence of customers’ personality and demographic characteristics on their expectations from a service.*  
Advisor: T. Hammer.  
Retail trade--Public relations.  
Retail trade--Social aspects.  
Demography--Economic aspects.

*The relationship among subordinate personality characteristics, preferred behavior in leaders, satisfaction, and satisfactoriness: a person-organization fit approach.*  
Advisor: T. Hammer.  
Supervision of employees Psychological aspects.  
Executives Psychology.  
Executives Selection and appointment United States.  
Personality and occupation United States.

2000. M.S. Pagnucco, Nicholas Denman.  
*The relationship between values and group strength: a qualitative case study of two religious groups at Cornell University.*  
Advisor: W. Sonnenstuhl.  
Religious institutions New York (State) Ithaca.  
College students Religious life New York (State) Ithaca.  
Religion and sociology New York (State) Ithaca.  
Group identity New York (State) Ithaca.

*Conflicts between bureaucratic, medical-technical, and caregiving approaches to EMS work: using logics of action as an analytic tool.*  
Advisor: S. Bacharach.

*If you let me play: the effects of participation in high school athletics on students’ behavior and economic success.*  
Advisor: F. Blau.  
Academic achievement United States.  
Success in business United States.  
School sports Psychological aspects United States.  
Achievement motivation United States.

*Core self-evaluations as a source of work-motivation and performance.*  
Advisor: T. Judge.  
Employee motivation.  
Self-evaluation.  
Performance Psychological aspects.

*Workplace transformation at incrementalist plants: a cross-national comparative study of a Ford and a Hyundai plant.*  
Advisor: H. Katz.  
Reengineering (Management) Social aspects Cross cultural studies.  
Strategic planning Social aspects Cross-cultural studies.  
Industrial relations Cross-cultural studies.  
Reengineering (Management) Social aspects United States.  
Strategic planning Social aspects.

Psychology and Sociology
   - Wife abuse United States.
   - Abused wives United States.
   - Abused women United States.
   - Family violence United States.

   - Small groups Psychological aspects.
   - Personality.
   - Interpersonal relations.
   - Social groups.
   - Social interaction.

   - Communication in organizations.
   - Trust.
   - Videoconferencing Social aspects.
   - Telematics Social aspects.
   - Information technology Social aspects.
   - Interpersonal communication.

   - Personality and occupation Longitudinal studies.
   - Occupations Psychological aspects Longitudinal studies.
   - Vocational guidance Psychological aspects Longitudinal studies.
   - Work Psychological aspects Longitudinal studies.

   - Cafeteria benefit plans United States.
   - Decision making.
   - Choice (Psychology).

   - Problem employees.
   - Supervision of employees.
   - Employees Rating of.
   - Performance standards.
   - Interpersonal relations.
   - Conflict management.
   - Attribution (Social psychology).
   - Library personnel management.

   - Employees Training of Psychological aspects.
   - Occupational training Psychological aspects.
   - Cognition.
   - Motivation (Psychology).
   - Affect (Psychology).
   - Training.

   - Community mental health services New York (State) Rochester Finance.
   - Community mental health services United States Finance.
   - Mentally ill Institutional care New York (State) Finance.
   - Mentally ill Institutional care United States Finance.

   - Job satisfaction United States.
   - Self-deception.
   - Quality of work life United States Psychological aspects.
   - Happiness.
   - Adjustment (Psychology).
   - Adaptability (Psychology).


1992. M.S. Edlefsen, Paul J. **An investigation into the relationship between benefits satisfaction and benefits knowledge and how computerized decision aids Psychology and Sociology**


   Research, Industrial. Industrial project management.

   Personality assessment. Interpersonal relations.

   Utility theory. Risk.


   Decision making. Utility theory.

   Job satisfaction. Work Psychological aspects.


   Educational sociology Peru. Working class Peru.

   Psychology, Industrial. Employees Dismissal of.

   Organizational behavior. Psychology, Applied.


Psychology and Sociology

*Industrial relations.*


*Fate and fatalism Tradition (Philosophy) Trinidad--Social conditions.*


*Negotiation. Mediation and conciliation, Industrial. Motivation (Psychology).*


*Unemployed Virginia. Psychology, Industrial.*


*Psychology, Industrial. Justice.*


*Psychology, Industrial.*


*Employees Training of. Motivation (Psychology).*


*Social classes Peru. Peru Social conditions. Peru Economic conditions.*


*Wages. Labor supply. Psychology, Industrial.*

Psychology and Sociology


1972. M.S. Scully, Marie-Celeste. **Kosmic vibrations: A study of a collegiate drug behavior system and its impact on work expectations.**  
*Drug abuse. Students United States.*

1971. Ph.D. Arbuthnot, Jack Braeden. **Field independence and maturity of moral judgement, critical distinctive feature analysis, and perceived locus of control.**  
Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.  
*Perception. Psychometrics. Psychology.*

Advisor: L. Williams.  
*Job satisfaction. Psychology, Industrial.*

1971. M.S. Foster, Richard Gary. **Student attitudes concerning occupational choice: assumptions toward a systems-model study of the modern organization.**  
Advisor: N. Rosen.  

1971. M.S. Garland, Howard. **Face-saving behavior as a function of sex of subject, sex of audience, and audience expertise.**  
Advisor: L. Williams.  
*Social interaction. Social psychology.*

Advisor: L. Williams.  

1970. Ph.D. Alberti, Giorgio. **Inter-village systems and development: a study of social change in highland Peru.**  
Advisor: L. Williams.  
*Power (Social sciences). Peru Social conditions 1968-. Peru Rural conditions.*

Advisor: W. Whyte.  

1970. Ph.D. Hundert, Alan T. **Psychological differentiation and rating behavior in a large work organization.**  
Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.  
*Employees--Rating of--Case studies. Leadership--Case studies.*

1970. M.S. Moch, Michael Kent. **Stochastic analysis of work and interaction behavior.**  
Advisor: G. Gordon.  

Psychology and Sociology
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Psychology and Sociology
*Psychology, Industrial.*

1968. M.S. Stewart, Judith Ann Wurster. **An examination of the social boundaries of the migratory labor system of the Atlantic Coast stream.** Advisor: J. Schulman. 
*Migrant labor--New York (State). Agricultural laborers--New York (State).*

1967. Ph.D. Balk, Walter L. **Certain social psychological aspects of supervisory performance quantification in large work organizations.** 

1967. M.S. McLaren, Andrew Niel. **Job dissatisfactions as functions of individual and organizational variables.** 

1967. Ph.D. Theodore, Eustace Demetrios. **Beliefs, values and preferences; a search for the source: a military field experiment.** 

1967. Ph.D. Weissenberg, Peter. **Psychological differentiation and job satisfaction.** 
*Job satisfaction Research. Psychology, Industrial.*

1967. M.S. Westacott, George Henry. **Interpersonal trust in Peru.** 
*Social interaction. Social groups. Social psychology. Sociology, Rural. Peru Social conditions.*

1966. M.S. Benson, Margaret 1940-. **A comparison of dreams of schizophrenic and normal adolescents: an exploratory study.** 
*Dreams. Schizophrenics. Youth.*


1966. Ph.D. Lundberg, Craig Carl. **Patterns of organizational decisioning: a conceptual scheme and its application in a study of comparative cases in industry.** 


Psychology and Sociology
1965. Ph.D. Murray, Victor Vereler Jr. **Some behavioral correlates of felt own power in a simulated work situation.**
Small groups. Power (Social sciences). Industrial sociology Case studies. Social groups. Industrial sociology Case studies.

1965. M.S. Theodore, Eustace Demetrios. **An exploration of attitude change as a result of task experience.**
Attitude (Psychology).

1965. M.S. Weissenberg, Peter. **An investigation into the relationships between psychological differentiation, leadership style and interpersonal perception.**
Leadership. Psychology, Industrial.

1964. M.S. Balk, Walter L. **The perception of and behavior toward ambiguous stimuli by two groups.**

1964. M.S. McPartland, James Michael. **On the multivariate analysis of interaction for nominal variables.**
Psychometrics. Scale analysis (Psychology). Social sciences Methodology.

1964. M.S. Sales, Stephen Mark. **A laboratory investigation of the effectiveness of two industrial supervisory patterns.**

1963. Ph.D. Buck, Vernon E. **Job pressures on managers: sources, subjects, and correlates.**

1963. Ph.D. Klein, Stuart Marc. **Work pressure and group cohesion.**
Psychology, Industrial Case studies. Industrial relations. Social interaction Case studies.

1963. M.S. Nord, Walter Robert. **A field experiment on Hawthorne effect and psychological demand characteristics.**
Psychology, Industrial. Personnel management.

1963. Ph.D. Paolucci, Thomas D. **A comparative study of factors relating to lack of school persistence at the high school level.**
School attendance--New York (State)--Utica. Motivation (Psychology).

1961. M.S. Herron, Robert Wallace. **Returns from space allocation of national and private brands for six product groups in a single chain.**
Display of merchandise. Trademarks--United States.

Psychology and Sociology

Mediation.  Social interaction.  Social psychology.

Social scientists.  Social sciences Study and teaching.